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i'1ATERIAL AND HEAT BALfl,NCES FOR PILOT RETORTS 
I. 	 INTRODUCTION 
A detailed heat and material balance program has been "'ritten 
to rapidly convert raw pilot retort data into usable results. 
The program was written in Fortran and programmed in Auto code 
on Socony Mobil Oil Company's Im1 1410 computer in their He,,' 
York City office. Communication 't,lith this computer is made 
via teletype. This program was put into operation January 26, 
1965. 
II. 	 Sur".t1ARY 
1. 	 The program prints out via teletype: 
a. 	 Oil, gas, water, spent shale and mineral carbon 
dioxide yields. 
b. 	 Wet recycle, measured vent gas, and calculated vent 
gas leak rates. 
c. 	 Vent gas molecular weight and heating value. 
d. 	 Productions from combustion and the carbon/hydrogen 
ratio of material burned. 
e. 	 The distribution of raw shale organic carbon and 
hydrogen among the products. 
f. 	 Material and heat balances. 
g. 	 The distribution of heat into the retort. 
h. 	 The distribution of heat out of the retort. 
2. 	 Four to six heat and material balances per hour can be 
obtained with this system once the flo't'1 rates and product 
analyses are available. 
3. 	 The printout for Run 454-L is shown as Table 1. The 




A. 	 Bases For Material Balances 
1. 	 Overall Bases 
The material in and out of the retort are: 
~~aterial In 	 Haterial Out 
Raw Shale 	 Spent Shale 
Air 	 Vent Gas 
Propane 	 Gas Loss 
Brine or r,·~ater 	 Liquid Product 
The boundary chosen for the material balance calculation 
is shown in Figure 1. 
2. 	 Gas Yields and Heating Value 
a.· 	 Gas Yield: 
Total gas make is calculated from the rate of 
free nitrogen in and the nitrogen content of 
the vent gas: 100% free nitrogen balance is 
assumed. 
b. 	 Gas Losses:. 
The difference bett4'een the calculated ''let gas
make and the measured vent gas rate is assumed 
to be the gas loss out with the snent shale. 
c. 	 Gas Heating Value: 
The gross heating value of the dry vent gas is 
calculated from total carbon and hydrogen con­
tents of the dry vent gas and CO and C02 measure­
ments by gas chromatograph. The follo\dng heating 
values are used: 
Carbon (less C02 and CO) = 14,087 Btu/lb of Carbon 
CO = 4,400 Btu/lb of Carbon 
H2 = 61,000 Btu/lb of H2 
3. 	 Products from Combustion 
a. 	 The C02 and CO produced from combustion are cal­
culated from CO and C02 content of the dry vent 
gas, mineral C02 decomposition, organic C02 and 
CO (organic C02 = 21.0 wt % of Fischer Assay gas, 
organic CO = 4.0 wt % (reference - RI 4932». 
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The water produced from combustion is calculated 
from the 02 in with the air less the 02 in the 
C02 and CO produced from co~hustion; 100% free 02 
balance is assumed. 
b. 	 The carbon/hydrogen ratio of the material burned 
is assumed to be the carbon/hydrogen ratio of 
combustion products. 
4. 	 Organic Carbon and Hydrogen 
a. 	 Organic carbon in the vent gas is calculated from 
the total carbon content of the dry vent qas; 
unrecovered oil mist, less mineral C02 decom­
position; 100% mineral C02 balance is assumed. 
b. 	 Organic hydrogen in the vent gas is calculated 
from the hydrogen content of the dry vent gas, 
unrecovered oil mist, and calculated water fo~ed 
by combustion. 
5. 	 ~ater Yield and Balance 
a. 	 The amount of liquid water which should be in 
the liquid product is calculated from the 
measured water in, water from combustion, water 
in the spent shale, ane water in the vent gas: 
100% water balance is assumed. 
b. 	 The water balance is defined as measured water 
out divided by measured water in ~lus the cal­
culated water from combustion. The water bal­
ance replaces an oxygen balance since the water 
from combustion is calculated by assuming 100% 
oxygen balance. 
B. 	 Bases for Heat Balance 
1. 	 Overall Bases 
a. 	 The temperature of the raw shale is taken as the 
reference pOint. 
b. 	 The individual heats calculated in and out of 
the retorts are: 
Heat 	In Heat Out 
Net heat of combustion. Heat of mineral C02 decomposition. 
Heat of water condensation Heat of kerogen decomposition. 
and adsorption. 
Heat of oil condensation. Heat of water evaporation and 
eesorption. 
Heat in air, total recycle Sensible heat in spent shale, 
gas and propane. offgas, liquid product, and gas 
loss. 
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The boundary chosen for the heat balance is shown 
in Figure 1. 
2. 	 Heat In 
a. 	 Heat of Combustion - The net heat of combustion 
is calculated from the net products of cOMbustion 
with the following heats~ 
C- CO2 :: 14,087 Btu/lb of Carbon 
C--- CO :: 4,400 Btu/lb of Carbon 
H2- H2O :: 51,600 Btu/lb of Hydrogen 
b. 	 Heat of Tlater Condensation - The heat of water 
condensation is based on: 
i. 	 Liquid water present at top of retort is 
calculated from total I!!easured 'Vrater out, 
dry offgas rate, and the vapor oressure 
of the water at the temperature and oressure 
at the top of the retort. A pressure of 
620 rom Hg absolute has been assumed at 
the top of the retort and 970 Btu/lb H20 
condensed used for the heat released by 
condensation of ,,,ater vapor in the top 
section of the retort. 
ii. 	 ~"Tater in spent shale is assumed to be 
adsorbed with a heat of acsorption of 
1250 Btu/lb of \-Tater vapor adsorbed. 
c. 	 Heat of Oil Condensation - The heat of oil 
condensations is based on all the liquid product 
oil condensing in the retort and releasing 
70 Btu/lb of oil. 
d. 	 Sensible Heat - The sensible heat for air, 
total recycle ~as, and propane are based on 
mean heat capacities for the individual com­
ponents. The heat capacity equations ~1ere 
taken from the second edition of the "11anual 
For Process Engineering Calculations" by L. 
Clarke and R. L. Davidson. Raw shale tempera­
ture is used as the reference teMPerature. 
3. 	 Heat Out 
a. 	 Heat of Carbonate Deco~position - The heat of 
carbonate decomposition'is estimatec to be 
1620 Btu/lb of mineral C02 produced. 
b. 	 Heat of Water Vaporization - The heat required 
to evaporate free water is 970 Btu/lb of water 
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vaporized and the heat required to desorb vlater 
bound in the raw shale is 1250 Btu/lb of bound 
water vaporized. 
c. 	 Heat of Kerogen Decomeosition - The heat required 
to decompose kerogen 1S estimated at 400 Btu/lb 
of kerogen removed from the ra"T shale. The 
kerogen is defined for this purpose as the oil 
plus gas obtained by Fischer Assay. 
d. 	 Sensible Heats - The sensible heat leaving in 
the spent s~ale is based on the specific heat of 
the components of spent shale versus temperature 
as determined by the Bureau of rUnes in their 
Report of Investigation 4151. The sensible heat 
leaving the offgas, liquid product, and gas loss 
is calculated from the equations in the "Manual 
For Process Engineering Calculations". 
e. 	 Heat Losses - Heat losses per ton of raw shale 
are calculated from the estimated heat loss in 
Btu/lb (input data). 
f. 	 Unaccounted for Heat - The unaccounteo for heat 
loss or gaIn is the difference between the heat 
in and heat out inclu~ing estimated heat loss. 
4. 	 Options 
1. 	 Raw Shale Rate - Option number 1 permits use of 
the measured raw shale rate or calculating it 
from the spent shale rate and ash analyses. 
2. 	 ~10isture Content - Option number 2 permits the 
use of a measured moisture in the vent gas or 
calculation of it from estimated saturation 
temperature and pressure. 
3. 	 Carbon and Hydroszen Content of Gas - Option number 
3 permits use of the measured carbon and hydrogen 
contents of the dry vent gas or calculation of 
them from the gas chromatograph component analyses. 
"Others" from the gas chromatograph analyses is 
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(l)Insert "1" to calc. yields with 100% AshBal~nceJ "0" to calc. as meas.:data. 
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APPENDIX A 
DEFINITION OF TERr.-:s USED IN MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCES 
INPUT AND OUTPUT Forum 
I. 	 INPUT FOru.~ 
A. 	 Run Identification (Line 1) 
B. 	 Charge Materials 






















Water content by Fischer Assay, wt t. 

Oil content by Fischer Assay, wt %. 

Temperature of raw shale, 0 F. 

(1) Calculates the raw shale rate from 

the spent shale rate, assuming 100% 

,ash 	balance when "1" is inserted or 
uses the measured rat-I shale rate if "0" 
is inserted. 
Raw shale rate, 1bs/hr. 
3 
Oil yield by Fischer Assay, gal/ton•. 
Gas content by Fischer Assay, wt %. 
Mineral Carbon Dioxide by acid decom­
position, wt t. 
4 
Ash content of as is raw shale by 

ignition, wt %. 










Dry Air rate, 1bs/hr. 

Moisture in air, 1bs/MSCF of dry air. 
































a. 	 Heasured wet dilution gas rate (MW=29.0), 
lbs/h~. DILG 
b. 	 Measured wet recycle gas rate (MW=29.0), 
lbs/hr. REC 
c. 	 Measured Propane rate, lbs/hr. P 
d. 	 Recycle Gas Temperature entering retort, 
of. TRG 
4. 	 Brine 
Line 	7 
a. 	 Water addition, lbs/hr. W 
b. 	 Nucleating agent addition, lbs/hr. N 
... C. 	 Products 
1. 	 Spent Shale 
Line 	8 
a. 	 i'later content by Fischer Assay, wt %. WSS 
b. 	 Oil content by Fischer Assay, wt %. 95LSS 
c. 	 Gas content by Fischer Assay, wt %. GSS 
d. 	 Spent Shale rate, lbs/hr. SS 
Line 	9 
a. 	 Mineral Carbon Dioxide by acid decom­
position, wt %.. . C!2$SS 
b. 	 Ash content of as is spent shale by 
ignition, wt %. ASSS 
c. 	 Total Carbon content by combustion, 
wt %. CSS 
d. 	 Total Hydrogen content by combustion, 
wt %. HSS 
e. 	 Spent Shale Temperature, TSS 
2. 	 Liquid Product 
Line 	10 
a. 	 Oil content by centrifuge, wt %. !2$LL 
b. 	 Total Carbon content of oil by com­
bustion, wt %. C!2$L 
c. 	 Total Hydrogen content of oil by com­
bustion, wt %. H!2$L 
d. 	 Density of Oil, lbs/gal. D!2$L 
e. 	 Liquid product rate, lbs/hr. L 
3. 	 Gas Product 
Line 	11 




b. 	 Oxygen content of dry vent qas, vol. %. 
c. 	 Hydrogen content of dry vent gas, 
vol. %. HHG 
d. 	 Carbon Monoxide content of dry vent qas, 
vol. %. c¢r; 
e. 	 Methane content of dry vent gas, vol. %. HEG 
f. 	 Other content of dry vent gas, vol. %. ¢TG 
Line 	12 
a. 	 Carbon Dioxide content of dry vent qas, 
vol. %. C¢¢G 
b. 	 Nitrogen content of dry vent gas, 
vol. %. NG 
c. 	 (2) Calculates water content of vent qas 
from moisture content of "I" is inserted 
or assumes gas is saturated at the temp­
erature and pressure on suction side of 
recycle blower when "0" is inserted. M 
d. 	 Moisture content of vent gas, lbs/MSCP 
of dry gas. WG 
e. 	 (3) Calculates total Carbon and Hydrogen 
content of dry vent gas from Carbon and 
Hydrogen contents measured by combustion 
if "I" is inserted or from gas analysis 
if "0" is inserted. H 
f. 	 Hydrogen content of vent gas by combus­
tion, lbs/MSCF' of dry gas. HG 
Line 	13 
a. 	 Total Carbon content of vent qas by 
combustion, lbs/MSCF of dry qas. CG 
b. 	 Off gas temperature leaving retort, op. T¢G 
c. 	 Recycle Gas Temperature at point of 
saturation,' of.· TSB 
d. 	 Recycle Gas pressure at point of sat ­
uration, inches of water absolute. PSB 
e. 	 Oil mist in vent gas, lbs/MSCF o~ wr-t 
gas. ¢ILM 
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II. OUTPUT FORM 
A. YIELDS 
FAY Yield of oil actually recovered, vol % RS FA. 

MISTFA - Mist in vent gas, vol % RS FA. 

UNRETO - Unretorted oil in spent shale, vol % RS FA. 

SSY Yield of spent shale, wt % raw shale. 

MIl20 Measured yield of total water, lbs/Ton RS. 

DRYGAS - Yield of dry gas, SCF/Ton RS. 

H2 Yield of hydrogen gas, SCF/Ton RS. 

CH4 Yield of methane, SCF/Ton RS. 

CO Yield of carbon monoxide, SCF/Ton RS. 

C02 Yield of carbon dioxide, SCF/Ton RS. 

OTHER Yield of other gases, SCF/Ton RS. 

02 Yield of unburned oxygen, SCF/Ton RS. 

C02DEC - Carbonates decomposed, %. 

B. METERED GAS RATES 
RECG Wet gas rate at the recycle gas orifice, SCF/Ton RS. 
DIL Wet gas rate at the dilution gas orifice, SCF/Ton RS. 
WVENTG - Wet gas rate at the vent gas orifice, SCF/Ton RS. 
C. MOLECULAR WEIGHT AND HEATING VALUE OF VENT GAS 
MWWG Molecular weight of wet vent gas. 

MWDG Molecular weight of dry vent gas. 

GBTU Gross heating value of dry vent gas, Btu/SCF of dry gas. 

D. COMBUSTION PRODUCTS 
C02C Net carbon dioxide produced from combustion, SCF/Ton RS. 
COC Net carbon monoxide produced from combustion, SCF/Ton RS. 
H20C Net water produced from combustion calculated from 
assuming 100% oxygen balance, lbs/Ton RS. 
CHR Net carbon/hydrogen tveight ratio of material burned. 
E. MATERI.AL IN 
ORGCIN Organic carbon entering retort including organic C02 
and CO measured in Fischer Assay gas, lbs/Ton RS. 
ORH2IN - Organic hydrogen entering retort (assumes all water 
produced by Fischer Assay is inorganic), lbs/Ton RS. 
MATIN Total material entering retort, lbs/Ton RS. 
F. MATERIAL OUT 
ORGCVG -	 Organic carbon in vent gas including C02 and CO from 
combustion and carbon in oil mist, lbs/Ton RS. 
ORGCOL Organic carbon in oil recovered, lbs/Ton RS. 
UNRETC Organic carbon in oil and gas in spent shale deter­
mined by Fischer Assay, lbs/Ton RS. 
COKEC 	 Organic carbon in spent shale after correcting for 
carbon in oil and gas removed by Fischer Assay of 
spent shale, lbs/Ton RS. 
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ORH2VG -	 Organic hydrogen in vent gas including H20 from 
combustion and hydrogen and oil mist, lbs/Ton RS. 
ORH20L - Organic hydrogen in oil recovered, lbs/Ton RS. 
UNRETH Organic hydrogen in oil and gas in spent shale deter­
mined by Fischer Assay, lbs/Ton RS. 
COKEH 	 Organic hydrogen in spent shale after correcting 
for hydrogen in oil and gas removed by Fischer Assay 
of spent shale, lbs/Ton RS. 
CLH20 	 Calculated liquid water present at saturation 

temperature and pressure, lbs/Ton RS. 

G. MATERIAL BALANCES 
OVALL 100.0 * total material out / total material in. 

ASH 100.0 * measured ash out / measured ash in. 

ORGC 100.0 * organic carbon out / organic carbon in. 

ASHB Basis of raw shale rate (100.0 means raw shale rate 

was calculated from the spent shale rate). 
ORGH 100.0 * organic hydrogen out / organic hydrogen in. 
TC 100.0 * total carbon out / total carbon in. 
TH2 100.0 * total hydrogen out / total hydrogen in. 
WATER 100.0 * measured H20 out / calculated water in (includes 
H20 from combustion). 
GASL Wet gas loss, SCF/Ton RS (calculated wet gas produced 
minus measured vent gas). 
H. HEAT 	 IN 
QCOMB 	 Net heat from combustion, Btu/Ton RS 
QH20C 	 Heat of water condensation from liquid H20 leaving top 
of retort, Btu/Ton RS (970 Btu/lb), and heat of water 
adsorption (1290 'Btu/lb) on spent shale, Btu/Ton RS. 
(Q82) , 
QOILC Heat of oil condensation (70 Btu/lb) (Q83) , Btu/Ton RS. 
QAr'R Sensible heat in air relative to raw shale, Btu/Ton RS. 
QRCYL Sensible heat in total recycle gas relative to raw 
shale, Btu/Ton RS. 
QPROP Sensible heat in 'propane relative to raw shale (Q5l5), 
~tu/Ton RS. 
HEAT OUT 
QMC02D - Estimated net heat of carbonate decomposition (1620 
Btu/lb) (Q74) , Btu/Ton RS. 
QKEROD - Estimated heat of kerogen decomposition (400 Btu/lb) 
(Q75) , Btu/Ton RS. 
QH20V Heat to evaporate free water (970 Btu/lb) and desorb 
bound water (1290 Btu/lb) (084), Btu/Ton RS. 
QLIQO Sensible heat in liquid product leaving top of 








Sensible heat in offgas leaving top of retort 
relative to raw shale, Btu/Ton RS. 
Sensible heat in spent shale relative to raw 
shale, Btu/Ton RS. 
Sensible heat in gas loss relative to raw shale 
(assumes gas loss is at spent shale temperature), 
Btu/Ton RS. 
Estimated heat loss from line burner - air distri­
butor system, Btu/Ton RS. 
Total heat in minus calculated heats out, Btu/Ton RS. 




REVISED HEAT AND MATERIAL BALANCE FOR PILOT RETORTS 
I. 	 Input Data 
The input data required is attached as Form No.1. 
TI. 	 Material Balance Calculation 
A. 	 Material In 








3. 	 Organic Carbon, lbs/ton of raw shale 
¢RGCIN=20.0*(CRS-0.273*C¢RS+8l.6*P/RS) 
T¢TCIN=20.0*(CRS+8l.6*P/RS) 
4. 	 Organic Hydrogen, lbs/ton of raw shale 
¢RH2IN=20.0*(HRS-0.112*WRS+18.4*P/RS) 
TH2IN=¢RH2IN+224.0*(0.01*WRS+(W+0.013l*WA*A)/RS) 




6. 	 Total, lbs/ton of raw shale 
t-1ATIN= (2000. O/RS) * (RS+W+N+A+O. 0131*WA*A+P) 
B. 	 Material Out 
1: 	 Spent Shale 
a. 	 Yield, lbs/ton of raw shale 
SSRS=2000.0*SS/RS 
SSY=lOO.O*SS/RS 
b. 	 Carbonates Decomposed 
C¢2SS=20.0*C¢SS*SS!RS (lbs/ton raw shale) 
C¢2RS=20.0*C¢RS (lbs/ton raw shale) 
C¢2DEC=(C¢2RS-C¢2SS)*100.0/C~2RS (%) 
c. 	 Organic Carbon, lbs/ton raw shale 
¢RGCSS=0.01*SSRS*(CSS-0.273*C¢SS) 
T¢TCSS=O.Ol*SSRS*CSS 











Ash, lbs/ton raw shale 
ASH¢UT=20.0*ASSS*SS/MRS 




¢IL=20.0*L*¢LL/RS (lbs/ton raw shale) 
FAY=lOO.O*¢IL/D¢L*FA (Vol % Fischer Assay) 
b. 	 Organic Carbon, lbs/ton of raw shale 
¢RGC¢L-¢IL*C0L*0.Ol .. 
I 
c. 	 Organic Hydrogen, lbs/ton of raw shale 
¢RH2¢L=¢IL*H¢L*0.Ol 
3. 	 Vent Gas 




















c. 	 Net Combustion Products 
(1) Carbon Dioxide, SCF/ton of raw shale 
C¢2C=C¢2-(C¢2RS-C¢2SS+4.2*{GRS-0.5»* 
379.0/44.0 
(2) 	 Carbon Monoxide, SCF/ton of raw shale 
C¢C=C¢-0.8*(GRS-0.5)*379.0/28.0 
(3) 	 Water 
(a) 	 Oxygen used to produce C02, lbs/ton 
of raw shale 
j2JC¢2=C02C*32.0/379.0 I 




(c) 	 Water, lbs/ton of raw shale 
H2¢C=(2000.*0.2324*A/RS-¢C¢2 
-¢C¢-¢2*32./379.)*18.02/l6. 
(4) 	 Carbon/Hydrogen Ratio of Material Burned,. 
lb C/lb H2 
CHR=(¢C¢2*12.0/32.0+¢C¢*12.0/16.0)/ 
(H2¢C*2.02/l8.02) 
d. 	 Wet Gas 
(1) Total Water Out (100% Water Balance), lbs/ton 




(2) 	 Water in Vent Gas, lbs/ton of raw shale 
.H2¢VG=TH2¢-20.0*(WSS*SS+(100.0-¢LL*L)/RS 
(3) 	 Measured Water Out 
Ca) 	 Water Vapor Pressure, rom HG 
PH2¢=EXpl18.386-6980./(TSB+382.0) 
(b) 	 Water Content of Vent Gas (when 
saturated), lbs/SCF dry gas 
H2¢S=0.0475*PH2¢(1.867*PSB-PH2~) 
MH2¢VG=(M*WG*O.001+(1.0-M)*H2¢S) 
*DRYGAS (lbs/ton of 
raw shale) 
CLH2¢=TH2¢-MH2¢VG-0.Ol*SSRS*WSS 
(c) Total Water Out, lbs/ton of raw shale 
MH2¢=20.0*(WSS*SS/RS+(100.0-¢LL)*L/RS+ 
Mtf2¢VG 
(4) 	 Molecular" Weight and ltfeight Yield of Wet Gas 
MWNG=(WDG+MH2¢VG)/(WDG/MWDG+MII2¢VG/18.02) 
WWG=WDG+MH2¢VG (lbs/ton of raw shale) I 
MIST=¢ILM*WN'G*0.379/MWl·\fG (lbs/ton of raw shale), 
MISTFA=MIST*lOO.O/D¢L*FA r 
e. 	 \ Organic Carbon (including C02 and CO from combustion)i 
lbs/ton of raw shale : 
¢RGCVG=(H*CG*0.001+(1.0-H)*0.12*(C~¢G+C¢G+MEG+3.l 
*¢TG)/379.0) *DRYGAS-(C¢2RS-C¢2SS) *12.0/44.0+MIST 
*C¢L*O.Ol 
T¢TCVG=¢RGCVG+(C¢2RS-C¢2SS) *12.0/44.0 
f. 	 Organic Hydrogen (including H20 from combustion) , 




g. 	 .Gross Heating Value of Dry Vent Gas, Btu/SCF 




4. 	 Total Material Out, 1bs/ton of raw shale _ 
MAT¢UT=v-lDGH.m2¢+¢IL+MIST+ (1.0-0. 01*WSS) *SSRS 




















D. 	 Material Calculations Required For Heat Balance 
1. 	 Offgas (dry), 1bs/ton of raw shale 
¢FFGAS=2000.0*(1.0-MH2¢VG/WWG) * (G+DILG+REC) * «MWWG/29.0) 
**0.5)/RS 
T¢TREC=(REC+DILG)*~FFGAS/(G+DILG+P~C) (dry) 






















t'JGASL=GASL*MWDG/379.0 . (lbs/ton) 
III. 	Heat Balance 


















B. Heat In 
1. Combustion 
a. Burning C to CO, Btu/Ton Raw Shale 
Q71-C¢C*4400.0*12.0/379.0 
. 
b. Burning C to C02, Btu/Ton Raw Shale 
Q72=C¢2C*14086.8*12.0/379.0 
c. Burnin~ H2 to H20, Btu/Ton Raw Shale 
Q73=H2 C*51600.*2.02/18.02 
d. Total Net Heat Combustion 
QC¢MB=Q71+Q72+Q73 
2. water Condensation . 




IF (MAXH2¢-SATH2¢) 1,1,2 
1 H2¢L=O.O 
H2¢G=MAXH2¢*¢FFGAS*379.0/MWDG 





3. Oil Condensed 
a. Q83=¢IL*70.0 









4. 	 Air 
a. 	 Nitrogen 
Q59=O.7676*AIR*CPN2F(TA,TRS)*(TA~TRS) 
b. 	 Oxygen 
Q5l0=O.2324*AIR*CP¢2F(TA,TRS) * (TA-TRS) 




5. 	 Dilution Gas and Rec~cle Gas - Total Recxcle 
a. 	 C¢2 
Q54=C¢2RG*CPC¢2F(TRG,TRS) * (TRG-TRS) 
b. 	 C¢ 
Q53=C¢RG*CPC¢F(TRG,TRS) * (TRG-TRS) i 
" 
c. 	 H2 
Q55=H2RG*CPH2F(TRG,TRS)* (TRG-TRS) 
d. 	 CH4 
Q56=CH4RG*CPCH4F(TRG,TRS)*(TR~-TRS) 
e. 	 Other Gases 
Q57=¢THRG*CPMISF(TRG,TRS) * (TRG-TRS) 
f. 	 Shale Oil 
Q58=MISTRG*CP¢ILF(TRG,TRS)* (TRG-TRS) 
g. 	 Water in Recycle 
Q5l2=H2¢RG*CH2¢GF(TRG,TRS)* (TRG-TRS) 
h. 	 N2 in Recycle 
Q5l6=N2RG*CPN2F(TRG,TRS)* (TRG-TRS) 
i. 	 02 in Recycle 
Q5l7=¢2RG*CP02F(TRG,TRS)* (TRG-TRS) 
j. 	 Total 
QRCYL=Q54+Q53+Q55+Q56+Q57+Q58+Q5l2+Q5l6+Q5l7 
6. 	 ProEane 
a. 	 Propane 
Q5l5=C3*CPC3F(TA,TRS) * (TA-TRS) 




C.' 	 Heat Out 
1. 	 CO2 DeCOm}2osition 





2. 	 Kerogen Decomposition 
a. 	 Kerogen Decomposition 
Q75=4.0*(2000.0*(~LRS+GRS)-SSRS*(OLSS+GSS» 
3. 	 Water Evaporation and Desorption 




4. 	 Liquid Products 
a. 	 Water 
Q3l3=H2~L*1.OOl*(T~G-TRS) 
b. 	 Oil 
Q38=~IL*CP~ILF(T~G,TRS)*(T~G-TRS) 
c. 	 Total 
QLIQ~=Q3l3+Q38 
5. 	 Offgas 
a. 	 C02 
Q34=C~2RS*(~FFGAS/T~TREC)*CPC~2F(T~G,TRS)*(TOG-TRS) 




d. 	 CH4 
Q36=CH4RG*CPCH4F(T~G,TR~(T~G-TRS)*~FFGAS/T~TREC 
e. 	 Other Gases 
Q37=~THRG*GPMISF(T~G,TRS)*~~G-TRS)*~FFGAS/T~TREC 
f. 	 Shale Oil 
Q38=MISTRG*CP~ILF(T~G,TRS)*(T~G-TRS)*~FFGAS/T~TREC 
9. 	 water in Gas 
Q3l2=H2~G*CH2~GF(T~G,TRS)*(T~G-TRS) 
h. 	 N2 in Recycle 
Q3l4=N2RG*CPN2F(T~G,TRS)*(T~G-TRS)*~FFGAS/T~TREC 
i. 	 02 in Recycle 
Q3l5=~2RG*CP~2F(T~G,TRS)*(T~G-TRS)*~FFGAS/T~TREC 
j. 	 Total . 
Q~FGAS=Q34+Q3J+Q35+Q36+Q37+Q3l2+Q3l4+Q3l5+Q38 
-s­





c. H20 in SEent Shale 
QH2¢SS=O.Ol*l.OOl*SSRS*WSS*(TSS-TRS) 










/""' c. H2 
Q93=H2RG*CPH2F(TSS,TRS)*(TSS-TRS)*WGASL/T~TREC 
d. C~iQ =CH4RG*CPCH4F(TSS,TRS)*(TSS-TRS)*WGASL/T~TREC 
e. Other Gases 
Q95=¢THRG*CPMISF(TSS,TRS)*(TSS-TRS)*WGASL/T~TREC 
f. Shale Oil 
Q96=MISTRG*CP~ILF(TSS,TRS)*(TSS-TRS)*WGASL/T~TREC 






j. Total Gas Loss 
QGASL-Q9l+Q92+Q93+Q94+Q9S+Q96+Q97+Q9S+Q99 
S. Line Burner Loss 





9. Unaccounted For Heat Loss 
QSUM¢T-Q74+Q75+QB4+QLIQ¢+Q~FGAS+QSS+QGASL~LBL¢SS 
HETL¢S=QSUMIN-QSUM¢T 




DICTIONARY OF TERMS - REVISED COMPUTER PROGRAM 







































CPCH4 F (T1 , T 2 ) 
CPCH4F(TJiJG,TRS) 
CPCH4F(TSS,TRS) 
CPC¢F (Tl , T2) 
Definition 
Air entering retort, • Air entering/hour. 

Air entering retort, • Air entering/ton raw shale. 

Ash Balance, Ash Out/Ash In, r.leight %. 

Basis of raw shale rate, Ash balance %. 

Ash entering retort in raw shale, • Ash/ton raw shale. 

Ash in spent shale, • Ash/ton raw shale. 

Raw shale ash content, Weight %. 

Spent shale ash content, Weight %. 

Option in Program 0 inserted measured raw shale is used 

1 inserted raw shale rate calculated 

from ash balance. 

Propane burned in Line Burner, • C3 burned/ton raw shale. 
Methane in vent gas, SCF Methane in VentGas/ton raw shala. 
Methane in recycle gas, I Methane/ton raw shale. : 
Mean specific heat, Water vapor, General Form, Btu/I of. ! 
Mean specific heat, Water vapor in Offgas, from reference: 
temperature to off qas temperature, Btu/# of 
Mean specific heat, Water vapor in gas lost, from 
reference temperature to spent shale temperature, 
Btu/I of. 
Carbon/Hydrogen Ratio of Material Burned, • Carbon 
burned/, Hydrogen burned. 
CO in vent gas, SCF CO in vent gas/ton raw shale. 
C02 in vent gas, SCF C02 in vent gas/ton raw shale. 
C02 formed by combustion in retort, SCF/ton raw shale. 
C02 in recycle gas, I C02/ton raw shale. 
CO formed by cC'mbustion in retort, SCF/ton raw shale. 
CO in vent gas, Volume %. 
C02 in vent gas, Volume %. 
CO in recycle gas, I CO/ton raw shale. 
Mean specific heat, Ash, General Form, Btu/I of. 
Mean specific heat, Ash in spent shale, from reference 
temperature' to spent shale temperature, Btu/I of. 
Mean specific heat, Propane used in Line Burner, General 
Form, Btu/I of. 
Mean specific heat, Propane used in Line Burner, from 
reference temperature to air temperature into retort, 
Btu/I of. 
Mean specific heat, Methane, General Form, Btu/' of. 
Mean specific heat, Methane in Offgas, from reference 
temperature to Offgas temperature, Btu/I of. 
Mean specific heat, Methane in gas lost, from 
reference temperature to qpent shdle temperature,
RtU/ # of. 





































Mean specific heat, CO in Offgas, from reference 

temperature to offgas temperature, Btu/#oF. 

Mean specific heat, CO in Offgas, from reference 

temperature to spent shale temperature, Btu/#oF. 
Mineral Carbonate decomposed as % of that entering, %. 
C02 in raw shale, # C02 in raw shale/Ton raw shale. 
C02 in spent shale, # C02 in spent shale/Ton raw shale. 
Carbon as organic residue in spent shale, # organic 
carbon as spent shale coke/Ton raw shale. 
Hydrogen as organic residue in spent shale, # organic 
Hydrogen as spent shale coke/Ton raw shale. 
Shale oil carbon content, ~'1eight %. 
Raw shale mineral C02 content, Weight %. 
Spent shale mineral C02 content, Weight %. 
Mean specific heat, C02, General Form, Btu/#oF. 
Mean specific heat, C02 in Offqas, from reference 
temperClture to offgas temperature, Btu/#oF. 
Mean specific heat, C02 in gas lost, from reference 
temperature to spent shale temperature, Btu/#oF. 
Mean specific heat, H2, General Form, Btu/#oF. 
Mean specific heat, H2 in Offgas, from reference 
temperature to offgas temperature, Btu/#oF. 
Mean specific heat, H2 in gas lost, from reference 
temperature to spent shale temperature, Btu/#oF. 
Mean specific heat, C2'and Heavier Gas, General Form, 
Btu/#oF. 
Mean specific heat, C2 ~nd Heavier Gas in Offgas, from 
reference temperature to offgas temperature, 
Btu/#oF. 
Mean specific heat, C2 and Heavier Gas, from reference 
temperature to spent shale temperature, Btu/#oF. 
Mean specific heat, N2, General Form, Btu/#oF. 
Mean specific heat, N2 in Offgas, from reference 
temperature to offgas temperature, Btu/#oF. 
Mean specific heat, N2 in gas lost, from reference 
temperature to spent shale temperature, Btu/#oF. 
Mean specific heat, 02, General Form, Btu/#oF. 
Mean specific heat, 02 in Offgas, from reference 
temperature to offgas temperature, Btu/#oF. 
Mean specific heat, 02 in gas lost, from reference 
temperature to spent shale temperature, Btu/#oF. 
Mean specific heat, Shale Oil, General Form, Btu/#oF. 
Mean specific heat, Shale Oil in Offgas, from reference 
temperature to offgas temperature, Btu/#oF. 
Mean specific heat, Shale Oil in gas lost, from 
reference temperature to spent shale temperature, 
Btu/#oF. 
Raw shale carbon content, Weight %. 
Spent shale carbon content, Weight %. 
Metered dilution gas rate corrected for moisture, SCF 
dilution gas/Ton raw shale. 
Metered dilution gas rate, #/hour. 
Density of Shale Oil, # shale oil/gallon shale oil. 
Vent Gas (Dry) produced, SCF Gas/Ton raw shale. 






































Symbol designating 10 raised to power following E 
Mathematical constant, e. 
Oil Yield from Fischer Assay, gal Shale Oil/Ton raw 
shale. 
Wet gas produced, # Wet gas/hr. 

Vent gas lost, SCF wet vent gas lost/Ton raw shale. 

Gross Heating Value of Dry Vent Gas, Btu/SCF Dry 

Vent Gas. 
Gas + loss for raw shale by Fischer Assay, Weight %. 
Gas + Loss for spent shale by Fischer Assay, Weight %. 
Option in program, 0 inserted, Carbon and Hydrogen in 
Vent Gas calculated from component analysis. 
1 inserted, measured Carbon and 
Hydrogen is used. 
Hydrogen in Vent Gas, SCF Hydrogen in vent gas/Ton 
raw shale. 
Water formed by combustion, # Water/Ton raw shale. 
Water vapor in retort offgas, # Water/Ton raw shale. 
Water liquid in retort offgas, # Water/Ton raw shale. 
Water vapor in recycle gas, # Water vapor in recycle 
gas/Ton raw shale. 
Water content of saturated vent gas, # Water/SCF dry 
vent gas. 
Water in vent gas product, # Water in vent gas/Ton 
raw shale. 
Hydrogen in recycle gas, # H2/Ton raw shale. 
Hydrogen content of vent gas product, Volume %. 
Hydrogen content of shale oil, Weight %. 
Hydrogen content of raw shale, Weight %. 
Hydrogen content of spent shale, Weight %. 
Liquid Product produced, #/hour. 

Heat Loss from Line Burner, Btu/Ton raw shale. 

Heat Loss from Line Burner, Btu/hour. 

Option in program, 0 inserted, moisture in vent gas 
calculated from saturation temperature and pressure. 
1 inserted, moisture measurement 
is used. 
Total Material entering retort, # Material in/Ton 
raw shale. 
Total Material leaving retort, # Material out/Ton 
raw shale. 
Total water, vapor plus liquid in offgas, # Water/SCF 
Retort Offgas. 
Methane content of vent gas product, Volume %. 
Total water out, # Water out/Ton raw shale. 
Water content of vent gas, # Water in saturated vent 
gas/Ton raw shale. 
Shale Oil in vent gas, # Shale Oil in vent gas/Ton 
raw shale. 
Shale Oil in vent gas as,% of Fischer Assay. 
Shale Oil in recycle gas, # Shale Oil/Ton raw shale. 
-4­
• 
MRS Measured raw shale rate, # Raw Shale/hour. 
MWDG Molecular weight of dry vent gas product, # vent gas/ 
mol vent gas • 
M'i'VWG Molecular weight of wet vent gas product, # wet vent 
gas/mol wet vent gas. 
N Salt in brine solution added to top of retort, # Salt/ 
hour. 
N2RG N2 in recycle gas, # Nitrogen in recycle/Ton Raw Shale. 
NG N2 content of vent gas product, Volume %. 
¢2 02 in vent gas, SCF 02. 
¢2RG 02 in recycle gas, # 02 in recycle/Ton raw shale. 
¢C¢ 02 used in burning carbon to CO, # 02 to produce COl 
Ton raw shale. 
¢C¢2 02 used in burning carbon to C02, # 02 to produce 
C02/Ton raw shale. 
¢FFGAS Total dry gas leaving top of retort, # Offgas/Ton 
raw shale. 
¢G 02 content of vent gas product, Volume %. 
¢LL Oil content of liquid product, Weight %. 
¢LRS Shale oil in raw shale by Fischer Assay, Weight %. 
¢LSS Shale oil in spent shale by Fischer Assay, Weight %. 
Sl'IL Shale oil produced, # Shale oil produced/Ton raw shale. 
¢RGC Organic carbon balance, Organic carbon out/Organic 
carbon in. 
¢RGCIN Total organic carbon in, # Organic carbon/Ton raw shale. 
¢RGC¢L Organic carbon in shale oil, # Organic carbon/Ton raw 
shale. . 
¢RGCSS Organic carbon in spent shale, # Organic carbon in 
spent shale/Ton raw shale. 
¢RGCVG Organic carbon in vent gas, # Organic carbon in Vent 
Gas/Ton raw shale 
¢RGH2 Organic hydrogen balance, Organic hydrogen out/Organic 
hydrogen in, wt %. 
¢RH2IN Organic H2 in raw shale, # Organic Hydrogen in raw 
shale/Ton raw shale. 
¢RH2¢L Organic H2 in shale oil, # Organic Hydrogen in shale 
oil/Ton raw shale. 
¢RH2SS Organic H2 in spent shale, # Organic Hydrogen in spent 
shale/Ton raw shale. 
¢RH2VG Organic H2 in vent gas, # Organic Hydrogen in vent 
gas/Ton raw shale. 
¢TG C2 + Gas content of vent gas, Volume %. 
¢THER C2 + Gases in vent gas, SCF C2 + Gases in vent gas/Ton 
raw shale. 
¢THRG C2 + Gases in recycle gas, # C2 + Gas in recycle/Ton 
raw shale. 
¢VALL Overall material balance, Total Material Out/Total 
Material In, Weight %. 
PSB Absolute pressure at point of moisture saturation of 
recycle gas, inches of water. 
P Propane burned in Line Burner, # Propane/hour. 
































Heat content of C02 in spent shale from reference 
temperature, Btu/Ton raw shale. 
Heat content of Ash in spent shale from reference 
temperature, Btu/Ton ra\,l shale. 
Heat content of Organic residue in spent shale from 
reference temperature, Btu/Ton raw shale. 
Heat content of CO in Offgas over reference tempera­
ture, BtU/Ton raw shale. 
Heat content of C02 in Offgas over reference tempera­
ture, BtU/Ton raw shale. 
Heat content of H2 in Offgas over reference tempera­
ture, Btu/~on raw shal~. 
Heat content of CH4 in Offgas over reference tempera­
ture, ntu/~on raw shale. 
Heat content of C2 + Gases in Offgas over reference 
temperature, Btu/'r("'l}"l raw shale. 
Heat content of shale oil (liquid) product over 
reference temperature, BtU/Ton raw shale. 
Heat 	content of C02 in total recycle, Btu/Ton raw shale. 
Heat 	content of CO in total recycle, Btu/Ton raw shale. 
Heat 	content of H2 in total recycle, Btu/Ton raw shale. 
Heat 	content of CH4 in total recycle, Btu/Ton raw shale. 
Heat content of C2 + Gas in total recycle, Btu/Ton 
raw shale. 
Heat content of Shale Oil in total recycle, Btu/Ton 
raw shale. 
Heat 	content of N2 in air entering, Btu/Ton raw shale. 
Heat of Combustion, Carbon burned to CO, Btu/Ton 
raw shale. 
Heat of Combustion, Carbon burned to C02, Btu/Ton 
raw shale. 
Heat of Combustion, Hydrogen burned to Water, Btu/Ton 
raw shale. 
Heat 	of Decomposition of Mineral C02, Btu/Ton raw shale. 
Heat of Decomposition of Kerogen, based on gas plus 
shale oil, Btu/Ton raw shale. 
Heat of Condensing Water in Retort Offgas, Btu/Ton 
raw shale. 
Heat of Condensing Oil in Retort Offgas, Btu/Ton raw 
shale. 
Heat of Water Evaporation and Desorption, Btu/Ton 
raw shale. 
Heat content of Water Vapor in Offgas over reference 
temperature, BtU/Ton raw ~hale •. 
Heat content of Water (liquid) in product over reference 
temperature, Btu/Ton raw shalp. 
Heat content of N2 in Offgas over reference tempera­
ture, Btu/Ton raw shale. 
Heat content of 02 in Offgas over reference tempera­
ture, BtU/Ton ra\'z shale. 
Heat 	content of 02 in air entering, Btu/Ton raw shale. 





































Heat content of Propane in total recycle, Btu/Ton 
raw shale. 
Heat content of N2 in total recycle, Btu/Ton raw shale. 
Heat content of 02 in total recycle, Btu/Ton raw shale. 
Total Heat Content of air entering, Sum of 059, Q5l0, 
Btu/Ton raw shale. 
Total Heat of Combustion, Sum of 071, 072, 073, Btu/ 
Ton raw shale. 
Total Heat Content of Gas Lost, Sum of Q9l, Q92, 093, 
094, 095, Q96, 097, 098, 099, Btu/Ton raw shale. 
Total Heat Content of Liquid Product, Sum of 0313, 
038, Btu/Ton raw shale. 
Total Heat Content of Offgas from reference tempera­
ture, Sum of 033, 034, 035, 036, Q37, 0312, 0314, 
0315, Btu/Ton raw shale. 
Total Heat Content of Recycle Gas into retort, Btu/Ton 
raw shale. 
Total Heat Content of Spent Shale from reference 
temperature, Sum of 021, 022, 028, Btu/Ton raw shale. 
Total Heat In, Sum of OC¢MB, 082, 083, QAIR, QRCYL, 
0515, Btu/Ton raw shale. 
Total Heat Out, Sum of 074, 075, 084, OLIO¢ + O¢FGAS + 
OSS + OGASL + LBL¢SS, also OSUM¢T minus HETL¢S, 
Btu/Ton raw shale. 
Metered recycle gas rate, t/hour. 
Metered recycle gas rate corrected for moisture, 
SCF/Ton raw shale. 
Raw Shale rate, t raw shale/hour. 
Water at point of Saturation of Gas Stream, # Water/ 
SCF of Gas. 
Spent shale produced, t Spent shale/hour. 
Spent shale produced, t Spent shale/Ton raw shale. 
Spent shale yield, Weight % of raw shale. 
Variable Temperature Symbol. 
Variable Temperature Symbol. 
Temperature of· 'air downstream of blower, F.0 
Total carbon balance, total carbon out/total carbon 
in, %. 
Total hydrogen balance, total hydrogen out/total 
hydrogen in, %. 
Total hydrogen into retort, t H2/Ton raw shale. 
Total water out of retort, t Water out/Ton raw shale., _,_ 
Total Hydrogen in spent s~ale, # Hydrogen/Ton Raw Share. 
Total hydrogen in vent gas, # Hydrogen in vent gas/ 
Ton raw shale. 
Temperature of offgas at top of retort. F.0 
Total carbon into retort, t Carbon/Ton raw shale. 
Total carbon in spent shale, # Carbon in spent shale/ 
Ton raw shale. 
Total carbon in vent gas, t Carbon in vent gas/Ton 
raw shale 
Total dry recycle gas entering retort, # ~otal dry 




TRG Temperature of recycle and dilution gas downstream 
of blower, 0 F. 
TRS Temperature of raw shale into retort, 0 F. 
TSB Temperature at estimated point of saturation, F.0 
TSS Temperature of spent shale leaving retort, 0 F. 
UNRETC Unretorted organic carbon in spent shale, # Unretorted 
organic carbon in spent shale/Ton raw shale. 
UNRETH Unretorted organic hydrogen in spent shale, # Unretorted 
organic hydrogen in spent shale/Ton raw shale. 
UNRET9J Unretorted shale oil in spent shale, Fischer Assay 
Volume %. 
W Water addition rate, # Water/hour. 
WA Moisture in air, lbs/MSCF of dry air. 
WATER Water balance, Total water out/Total water in, %. 
~mG Dry vent gas produced, # Gas/Ton raw shale. 
WGASL Vent gas lost, # vent gas lost/Ton raw shale. 
WI Total net water entering retort, # Water/Ton raw shale •. 
WRS Water in raw shale, Weight %. 
WSS Water in spent shale, Weight %. 
WVENTG Calculated Meter Vent Gas Rate, SCF Vent Gas 
Measured/Ton raw shale. 
WWG Wet Vent Gas Rate, # Gas/Ton raw shale. 
INTEROFFICE CORRESPONDENCE 

RESEARCH DEPARTMENT 	 November 29, 1965 
~ Anvil Points Oil Shale Research Center 
Rifle, Colorado File 820 
All 	Technical Personnel 
An error has been found in ·the heat balance part of the existing 
Material Balance program. The existing equation for calculating the total 
water, (vapor and liquid) existing in the offgas leaving the top of the 
retort significantly overstates the actual amount in some cases. As long 
as offgas temperature is above about 130 0 F, where the gas can carryall 
the water normally produced, there was no error. But when offgas temp­
eratures drop to 115-120° F an error as large as 100,000 Btu/Ton of shale 
can develop in the heat of water condensation, QH20C. This error is 
then reflected in the heat lost, HETLOS. 
The erroneous equation has been rewritten ;and will be programmed along 
with the revisions requested on September 9. The revised equations are 
on the attached letter. 
Until 	the program is revised the following approximate corrections to 
both QH20C and HETLOS are recommended: 
1. QH20C= (MH20 + 8.5 x 10-4 REGC* (~-Ms) -Ms * 1 x 10-3*dry gas)* 




QH20C= 	 heat released from~ater condensing in the top and bottom of 
retort, Btu/Ton raw shale. A negative result should be inter­
preted as zero heat release. 
MH20= 	 measured net water produced, lbs/Ton raw shale (on material 
balance output sheet). 
REGC= 	 wet recycle rate, scf/T (on material balance output sheet} • 
Dry 	gas= dry vent gas, scf/T (on material balance output sheet). 
Hm= 	 measured moisture content of recycle gas, lbs/MSCF of dry gas 
on material balance input sheet). 
Ms= 	 saturated moisture content of offgas at offgas temperature, 
lbs/MSCF of dry gas (from Figure 1). 
8.5 	x 10-4= approximate conversion of wet recycle gas to dry, and SCF 
to MSCF. 
1015= 	heat of condensation at average condensation temperature of 
140 0 F,Btu/lb. 
4000= typical heat of water adsorbtion in spent shale, Btu/Ton 
raw shale • 
Q. 	 HETLOS= R~orted (HETLOS + QH20C) - recalculated QH20C. 
GJ~W. ~.~. 
• 
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INTEROFFICE CORRESPONDENCE 
. 
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT November 23, 1965 
Anvil Points Oil Shale Research Center 
Rifle, Colorado File 820 
G. F. Heller, Jr. 
Computer Division 
New York Office 
Attention: W. D. Tabachnik 
REVISED HEAT AND MATERIAL BALANCE PROGRAM 





Miss R. E. Nussbaum informed me, about a week ago, that she would 
probably have to break the revised printout, requested in our 
letter of September 8, into two parts. The second part requiring 
a code call from us to print out. If this is necessary we would 
prefer to have the first printput to include all the material 
balance information i.e. through Grouping G. Material Balances. 
Grouping H, I, and J could be in the second printout. 
We have found another error in the equations that we submitted 
to your originallYt and would appreciate it if you could make 
the following additional revision when you revise the program: 
III Heat Balances 














cc: R. H. Cramer 
J. E.Burchfield 
-~------.--- . 
REVISED MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCE PROGRAM 
Definition of New Terms 
1. Input Sheet: 
a. Raw Shale 
XA Cross sectional area of shale bed, ft2 
b. Air Rate 
\ . 
CRA Avexage chart reading 
MFA 
TA 
Orifice meter factor (SCFM) 
Temperature of air upstream of orifice, OF 
PA Pressure of air upstream of orifice, inches 
of water gauge 
WA Moisture content of air, lbs water/MSCF (dry) 
c. Recycle Gas Rate 
CRRG Average chart reading 
MFRG Orifice meter factor (SCFM) 
TRG Temperature of gas upstream of orifice, of 
PRG Pressure of gas upstream of orifice, inches of 
water gauge 
d. Dilution Gas Rate 
CRDG Average chart reading 
MFDG Orifice meter factor (SCFM) 
TOG Temperature of gas upstream of orifice, of 
PDG Pressure of gas upstream of orifice, inches 
of water gauge 
e. Total Gas Flow and Propane Rate 
CRTG Average chart reading for total gas 
MFTG Meter factor for total gas orifice (SCFM) 
P Propane rotameter reading 
PP Pressure of propane upstream of rotameter, inches 
of water gauge 
TP Temperature of propane upstream of rotameter, of 
f. Liquid Product 
WLP Liquid t'1ater, lbs/hr 
OILLP Dry oil, lbs/hr 
g. Vent Gas Rate 
CRVG Average chart reading for vent plus dilution 
gas meter.- MFVG Orifice meter factor (SCFM) 
TVG Temperature of gas upstream of orifice, OF 
WG Moisture content of vent gas, lbs H20/MSCF dry gas 
OILM Oil mist and condensate in vent gas, lbs oil/MSCF
dry gas . 
h. Vent Purge Gas 
CRVP Average chart reading for vent purge condenser 
gas 
MFVP Orifice meter factor (SCFM) 

TVP Temperature upstream of orifice, OF 

PVP Pressure upstream of orifice, inches of water.
• gauge 
VPOIL Dry oil mist and condensate from condenser, 
grams/hr 
VPW Liquid water from condenser, lbs/hr 
TVPC Temperature of gas at outlet of condenser, of 
i. Miscellaneous 
BP Barometric Pressure, inches of mercury
GLSeai gas to top .of retort, SCFM 
2. Printout Sheet 
a. Yields 
OILCOL Oil collected, gal/ton raw shale 
b. Metered Gas Rates 
AIR Air, SCF/ton raw shale 
TREG Total recycle gas, SCF/ton raw shale 
TGF Total gas flow, SCFM 
c. Mol wt and Heating Value of Vent Gas 
HVGT Heating value of vent gas, MBtu/ton raw shale 
d. Combustion Products 

COMBCP Carbon burned, % organic carbon in 

e. Material In 

RSR Raw shale rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2) 

f. Material Out 

oRCVGP Total organic carbon in vent gas, % organic 
carb'on in 
ORCSSP Organic carbon on spent ~hale, % organic 
carbon in 
ORCOLP Organic carbon in oil, % organic carbon in 
HCCVGP Hydrocarbon carbon in vent gas, % organic 
carbon in . 
g.Material Balances 











Organic carbon on spent shale, % spent shale 
Propane rate, SCF/T 
Mist and condensate in vent gas, lbs/MSCF 
dry gas 
Moisture content of vent gas, lbs/MSCF 
dry gas 
Total gas loading at top of retort, SCF/
(hr) (ft2) . 
Moisture content of vent gas, Vol % of wet gas 
PWSnyder 
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REVISIONS TO MATERIAL BALANCE PROGRAM 
A. 	 Purpose 
1. 	 Reduce manual calculation of present input data and 
thus reduce time and 0.rrors. 
2. 	 Increase the informatlon calculated and printed out 
and thus reduce time for analyses of results. 
B. 	 Bases 
1. 	 Gas Rates 
The current equations for manually calcula"ting the gas 
rates to lbs/hr from the meter readings are used to 
eliminate this manual calculation. 
2. 	 Vent Purge Moisture and Oil Mist Content 
The moisture content of the vent gas is calculated from 
the measured water condensed by the vent purge condenser, 
and assuming that the vent purge gas leaves the condenser 
saturat'ed at the gas outlet temperature ·temperature- and 
pressure. The oil mist content of the vent gas is cal­
culated from the oil collected from this condenser. 
The option of inserting a number for both the moisture 
and oil mist or calculating them from the vent purge 
data is available. 
"The input is set up for a single rotameter reading for 
the total vent purge gas rate. 
3. 	 Oil and Water in Liquid Product 
The input data for the liquid product is changed from 
total liquid product rate and wt % dry oil to dry 
oil rate and liquid water rate in lbs/hr. Since there 
are three separate collections of liquid product the 
wt % oil in the total has to be manually calculated. 
4. 	 Temperature of Total Recycle Gas 
The old program assumed that the dilution gas and 
· 	 recycle gas were at the same temperature and there­
fore the total recycle gas was at the temperature of 
the recycle gas. Because of the use of vent purge gas 
for dilution gas this is no longer true~ therefore, the 
temperature of the total recycle gas is calculated 
from the temperatures of the two gas streams assuming 
equal specific heats. 
-2­
5. 	 Total Water Out, Lbs/Ton Raw Shale 
Since the dilution gas is vent nurge gas which has 
water condensed out, this water must be added to the 
total measured water. 
o. 	 Burning C to CO 
The heat released by burning C to C02 was changed in 
the development of the original program from 14,500 
Btu/1b to 14,086 Btu/lb. However, the heat released 
by partial cornbustjon of C to CO was not changed at 
this time therefon; it is now being changed from 
4,400 Btu/1b to 3,940 Btu/lb. 
7. 	 New Information fOT Printout 
The bases for the new information for printout is 
obvious when examininq the equations shown under 
Sections "c" and If D" • 
C. 	 Conversion of Revised Input Data: 




2. 	 Gas Rates (29.0 Mol Wt), 1bs/hr 
a. Air 
A=5.16*CRA*MFA*«PA+BP)/(TA+459.6»**0.5 
b. Recycle Gas 
REC=5 • 16*CRRG*MFRG* «PRG+BP) / (TRG+459. 6) ) *'*0.5 
c. Dilution Gas 
DILG=5.16*CRDG*MFDG*«PDG+BP)/(TDG+459.6»**0.5 
d. Vent Gas 
G=5.16*CRVG*MFVG*«PRG+BP)/(TVG+459.6»**0.5+4.59*GL 
, 	. e. Propane (44.1 Mol Wt) 
P=6.06*P*«PP+BP)/(TP+459.6»**0.5 
3. 	 Vent Purge Moisture and Oil Mist Content 
PH20=EXP(18.386-6980/(TVPC+382» (Mm Hg) 





VPOIL=4. 4E3*VPOIL/ (RS*VPR) =lbs/MSCF 
MH20VG=0. 001 * (M*vlG+ (1. O-t:1) *VPH) *DRYGAS =lbs/TRS 
MIST=O.OOl*(M*OILH+(l.O-M)*VPOIL)*DRYGAS=lbs/TRS 






5. 	 Temperature of Total Recycle Gas (For Heat Balance), of 
TRG=(TRG*REC+TDG*DILG)/(REC+DILG) 
6. 	 Total' Water Out, lbs/Ton Raw Shale 
DILW=5.228E7*VPW*DILG/(RS*RS*VPR) 
MH20=20. 0* (WSS*SS/RS+ (l00. O-OLL) *L/RS) +MH20VG+DILW 




D. 	 Calculation of New InforMation for Printout 
1. 	 Gas Rates 
a. Air, SCF/T 
AIR=2.62E4*A*(l.0-0.021*WA)/RS 




c. Total Gas Flow, SCFM 
TGF=O.209*CRTG*r1FTG*«PRG+BP)*MWWG/(TRG+459.6»**0.5 
, , 
d. Total Gas Loadinq, SCF/(Hr) (FT2) 
TGL= (TRECGHVVENTG+GASL) *RS/(2000*XA) 





3. Organic Carbon Distribution, % Organic Carbon In 
a. Total Organic Carbon in the Vent Gas 
ORCVGP=lOO*ORGCVG/ORGCIN 
















f. Organic Carbon on Spent Shale, % Spent Shale 
ORCSS=CSS-O.273*COSS 




S. Miscellaneous Printout 




b. Heating Value of Vent Gas, MBtu/Ton RS 
HVGT=GBTU*DRYGAS*O.OOl 









E. Definition of New Terms 
1. Input Sheet: 
a. Raw Shale 
XA Cross sectional area of shale bed, ft 2 
b. Air Rate 
CRA Average chart reading 
MFA Orifice meter factor (SCFM) 
TA Temperature of air upstream of orifice, of 
PA Pressure of air upstream of orifice, inches 
of water 
WA Moisture content of air, lbs water/MSCF (dry) 
c. Recycle Gas Rate 
CRRG Average ch~rt reading 
MFRG Orifice meter factor (SCFM) 
TRG Temperature of gas upstream of orifice, of 
PRG Pressure of gas upstream of orifice, inches of 
water 
d. Dilution Gas Rate 
CRDG Average chart reading 
MFOG Orifice meter factor (SCFM) 
TOG Temperature of gas upstream of orifice, of 
POG Pressure of gas upstream of orifice, inches 
of water 
e. Total Gas Flow and Propane Rate 
CRTG Average chart readin~ for total gas 
MFTG Meter factor for total gas orifice (SCFM) 
P Propane rotameter reading. 
PP Pressure of propane upstream of rotameter, inches 
of water 
TP Temperature of propane upstream of rotameter, of 
f. Liquid Product 
WLP Liquid Water, lbs/hr 
OILLP Dry oil, lbs/hr 
g. Vent Gas Rate 
CRVG Average chart reading 
MFVG Orifice meter factor (SCFM) 
TVG Temperature of gas upstream of orifice, of 
WG. Moisture content of vent gas, Ibs H20/MSCF dry gas 
OILM Oil mist and condensate in vent gas, lbs oil/MSCF 
dry gas 
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h. Vent 	Purqe Gas 
VPR Average rotameter reading (total vent purge rate) 
TVP Temperature unstream of rotameter, of 
PVP Pressure unstream of rotameter, inches of water 
VPOIL Dry oil mist Rnd condensate, grams/hr 
VPW Liquid water from condensers, lbs/hr 
TVPC Temperature of gas at outlet of condenser, OF 
i. Miscellaneous 
BP Barometric Pressure, inches of mercury 

GL Estimated gas leaks (seal gas), SCFM (wet) 

2. Printout Sheet 
a. Yields 

OILCOL Oil collected, qal/ton raw shale 

b. Metered Gas Rates 
AIR Air, SCF/ton ra~ shale 

TREG Total recycle qas, SCF/ton raw shale 

TGF Total gas Ela1, SCFM 

c. Mol wt and Heatinq Value of Vent Gas 
HVGT Heating value of vent gas, MBtu/ton raw shale 
d. Combustion Products 

COMBCP Carbon burned, % organic carbon in 

e. Material In 

RSR Raw shale rate, lbs/(hr) (ft2 ) 

f. Material Out 

oRCVGP Total organic carbon in vent gas, % organic 
carbon in 
ORCSSP 	 Organic carbon on spent shale, % organic 
carbon in 
oRCOLP Organic carbon in oil, % organic carbon in 
HCCVGP 	 Hydrocarbon carbon in vent gas, % organic 
carbon in 
g. Material Balances 
02BAL, Total oxygen balance 
-7­
h. Miscellaneous 
ORCSS Organic carbon on spent shale, % spent shale 
PROP Propane rate, SCF/T 
VPOIL Mist and condensate in vent gas, 1bs/MSCF 
dry gas 
VPW Moisture content of vent gas, 1bs/MSCF 
·dry gas 
TGL Total gas loading at top. of retort, SCF/ 
(hr) (ft2) 
WCL Moisture content of vent gas, Vol % of wet gas 
PWSnyder 
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029,RUN NO B683 DATE 8-27-65 . 
A. YIELDS 
" ~~AY 8.1R70134E 01 DRYGAS 6."11 02009'~ 03 .' 
flISTF'A 4.3055321E-Ol' H? , 2. 5E,tS?~44M: O~ OTHER, 1.5275502£ 02,,', , 
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B. METERED GAS RATES 
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MWDG 3.1165840E 01 GBTU 1.1021716~ 02 

D. CO~BUSTION PRODUCTS 
. CO~C 6.1740950E.Og COC 1.~203583~· 02 H20C , 2.9850341E 01 




I :.' ' 
E. MATERIAL IN 
ORGCIN 2.2'508800E 02 'fC..~ (t. ,!,-; ;i:':':.: 02­
ORH2IN 3.0392000E 01 MATIN . 2.3773S00E 03 

F. MATERIAL OUT 

O~GCVG 4.70421411E 01 . COKEC 3.5215183£ 01 UNRETH ,. O.OOOOOOOE 00,' 
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H. HEAT IN .. 
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QH20C 4.".410108E 03, QAIR 1.0657523E 04 QPROP O.OOOOOOOE 00 
/.QOILC 1.1736031E 04: QRCYL 2.5378686£ 04 QSUM IN', .5.2262566E 05 
. . i 
'I. HEAT OUT 

Q~C02D 1.6049892E 05 QKEROD 9.520000CE 04 

QH20V 4.3860000E 04QLIQO 2.730633/d!: 03 QOFGAS 1.8731940E 04 
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TRANSLATION OF RAN DATA TO CO~'JPUTER INPUT FOR~q (OSRC-9) 
The follo\<ling discussion ~lill explain hO~l the computer input 
sheet is filled out using the raw data sheets. The lines on 
this form have been numbered from 1 to 12 and within a line the 
required quantities ~7ill be designated Item 1, Item 2, etc. 
Examples are included using Run 507 for those items requiring 
more than simply readinq the quantity froIT' a raw data sheet or 
averaging a colu~~ of figures. A blank computer input form is 
attached shot"ing the lines and items referred to in the follo\'ling 
discussion. 
Line 1 - Item 1 (Water Content - Raw Shale) 
This is obtained from OSRC-12 for the raw shale under the Fischer 
Assay analysis. 
Line 1 - Item 2 (Oil Content - Ra\<T Shale) 
This is obtained fro~ OSRC-12 for the raw shale under the Fischer 
Assay analysis. 
Line 1 - Item 3 (Raw Shale Temperature) 
This is obtained from OSPC-l and is the average of those readinqs 
of TR-l-ll during the run. 
Line 1 - Item 4 (Yield and ~aterial Balance Basis) 
This involves a decision on the oart of the person filling out 
the form. presentl¥ the convention is that if the I?~s flfeasureC'." 
ash balance is 100 - 2% a zero is inserted~ other~ise a one is 
used and computations are made based on 100% ash balance. 
Line 1 - Item 5 (Raw Shale Rate) 
Hany methods have been used to obtain this nUIT'ber depending, 
at the time, on t'Thich method \,Te felt gave us the truest number. 
Recently, the operator records on OSRC-l during the early por­
tion of the run a batch counter reading and its corresponding 
time of dump. A similar batch counter reading and time is 
recorded during the later portion of the run, and from these 
readings and knowinq the Neight per dump the average rate 
during the run is obtained. From this rate the average rate 
of sampling is subtracted giving the average rate of raw shale 
feed. An automatic printout meter has been purchased and has 
been installed; this meter Nill print the time of each dump, 
thus providing increased certainty as to the above measurements. 
A method used previous to this involved the use of the Syntron 
integrator. This number ~..ras recorded hourly and the difference 
between the final and initial readings multiplied by an 
-2­
integrator factor gave the total amount of shale feed curing 
the run. After the ,.,eight of raw shale sample ,'ras subtracted 
the average rate was obtained by dividing by the total nUMber 
of hours of the run. 
Example: (Raw Shale Rate by Richardson dumps - Pun 507) 
J- 12 'r ' 
RS = t l(1336 - 1302) 11.7l7J 400 - 162 - 167 - 48.3~ h = 
'- 1130.4 lb/hr .; 
Line 2 - Item 1 (Raw Shale Fischer Assay) 
This is obtained from O~RC-12 for the raw shale under the Fischer 
Assay analysis. 
Line 2 - Item 2 (Paw Shale Gas Content) 
This is obtained from OSRC-12 for the raw shale under the Fischer 
Assay analysis. 
Line 2 - Item 3 (Raw Shale f!ineral C02 Content) 
This is obtained from OSRC-12 for the raw shale froM the analysis 
marked rUNERAL C02. 
Line 3 - Item 1 (Raw Shale Ash Content) 
This is obtained froIr! OSRC-12 for the ralt., shale from t~e analysis 
marked ASH (SHALE). 
Line 3 - Item 2 (Ra,,, Shale Total Carbon) 
This is obtained from OSRC-12 for the ra't'! shale frot" the analysis 
marked CARBON (TOTAL). 
Line 3 - Item 3 (Raw Shale Total Hydrogen) 
This is obtained from OSRC-12 for the raw shale from the analysis 
marked HYDROGEN. 
Line 4 - Item 1 (Air Rate) 
This is obtained from the following equation: 
A = (fiF) (~1R) (PC) (TC) X60 X 29 lbs/hr
379 
!';'here: f1F = r!eter factor calculated from the basic orifice 
equation in Perry's Chemical Engineers Handbook, 
p, 403, 3rd Ed. 
;:m = A.verage meter reading found on OSRC-2 in GAS FLOr.·T 
RATES section 
-3­
PC = Pressure correction factor determined from the 
average upstream pressure PI-2l on OSRC-2 and 
using a standard pressure of 1 atm. and a base 
pressure of 4 psig. 
TC = Te~perature correction factor determined from 
the average upstream temperature TR-1-13 on 
OSRC-l and using a standard temperature of 60 0 
F and a base temperature of 100 0 F. 
These standard conditions and base conditions have been used for 
all gas flow rates. A range of 0 to 20 inches of water is used 
in all DP cells exceot where noted. A set of charts and meter 
factors used at Anvii Points is attached. 
A = (7.89) (5.20) (~;goO) {0.96l)60 X 29 = 208 lbs/hr 
Line 4 - Item 2 (Air Moisture Content) 
This quantity is generally assumed to be 0.14 lb/rlSCF, the 
average humidity for this area. 
Line 4 - Item 3 (Air Temperature at Orifice)
"' 
This is obtained from OSRC-l at TR-1-13. The average is taken 
over the run. 
Line 4 - Item 4 (Line Burner Heat Loss) 
When the line burner is used during the run this quantity is 
estimated to be 17,000 Btu/hr. This is the heat loss estimated 
for the line burner only, not for the entire unit. 
Line 5 - Item 1 (Dilution Gas Rate) 
This quantity is obtained using the same equation as that used 
to calculate the air rate. The average meter reaGing is found 
on OSRC-2, the pressure is PI-22 and the temperature TR-1-7. 
From the gas composition the computer calculates the true 
molecular weight and a molecular weight correction factor is 
applied. 
Line 5 - Item 2 (Recycle Gas Rate) 
The same procedure is used here as on Line 5 - IteM 1. The 
average meter reading is found on OSRC-2, the pressure is PI-22, 
and the temperature TR-1-5. The computer corrects for molecular 
weight and prints out the results in SCF/Ton RS. Tc obtain the 
corrected recycle rate the gas losses (GASL in ~'1aterial Balances) 
must be subtracted from RECG, the uncorrected recycle rate. 
Presently the gas losses are on a wet basis, but before 2-15-65 
they were printed out on a dry basis. 
R = (28.37) (4.8) (1.000) (0.958) X 60 X 29 :: 599 lb/hr
379 
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Line 5 - Item 3 (Propane To Line Burner) 

The follmdng equation is used to determine this guantity~ 

P = ~~R X 44 
SF ~ 
lb/hr 
t·Jl1ere: JI.'1R = l'leter reading found on 
air equivalent, SCF/hr 
OSRC- 2 and \.,hich is the 
SF = Sizing factor which is obtained frOM a Sizing 
Factor Calculator supplied by Brooks 
Inc. 
Instru~ent, 
Line 5 - Item 4 (Recycle Gas Temperature) 
This quantity is obtained from OSRC-l, TR-l-S, and is the average 
over the run. 
Line 6 - Item 1 (Water Rate in Brine) 
This is obtained from OSRC-2 under the heading BRINE. The 
depth of the 10% solution is recorded hourly. One inch in the 
brine tank is equivalent to 1.078 gal, and a 10% solution weighs 
8.91 lb/qal. This quantity includes just the water in that 
solution. 
Line 6 - Item 2 (Salt Rate in Brine) 

This quantity includes just the weight of the salt and is ob­

tained from the figures given above. 

Example: (Assuming a 1 in/hr drop in the level in the brine 
tank) 
Brine = 1 ~ X 1.078 gal/in X 8.91 lb/gal X 0.• 1 = 0.96 lb/hr 
of NaC!. 
Line 7 - Item 1 (Moisture Content, Spent Shale) 

This is obtained from OSRC-12 for the srent shale under the 

Fischer Assay analysis. 

Line 7 - Item 2 (Oil Content, Spent Shale) 

This is obtained from OSRC-12 for the spent shale under the 

Fischer Assay analysis. 

Line 7 - Item 3 (Gas Content, Spent Shale) 

This is obtained from OSRC-12 for the spent shale under the 

Fischer Assay analysis. It has been agreed upon, hO\Olever, that 
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when the wt % oil in the spent shale is zero a zero ~ill be in­
serted in this item. This was done because when the wt % oil is 
zero the calculated wt % organic carbon is assumed to be all 
coke. 
Line 7 - Item 4 (Spent Shale ~'Jeiqht) 

This is obtained from the spent shale section of OSRC-2. The 

change in the inventory of the ",eigh bin over the entire run 

plus the weight dumped plus the sample weight ~ives the total 

weight discharged during the run. At one time the sa~ple weight 

was not added because the sample bucket hung on the spent shale 

hopper and was therefore Neighed. 

Example: (Run 507) 

SS = (1270 -1220 + 3720 - 505 + 4150 - 495 + 3910 - 495 + 156) 

h = 873 Ibs/hr 
Line 8 - Item 1 (C02 Content, Spent Shale) 
This is obtained from OSRC-12 for the spent shale from the 
analysis marked tIJINERAL C02. 

Line 8 - Item 2 (Ash Content, Spent Shale) 

This is obtained from OSRC-12 for the spent shale from the 

analysis marked ASH (SHALE). 

Line 8 - Item 3 (Carbon Content, Spent Shale) 

This is obtained from OSRC-12 for the spent shale under the 

analysis marked CARBON (TOT~L). 

Line 8 - Item 4 (Hydrogen Content, Spent Shale) 

This is obtained from OSRC-12 for the spent shale from the 

analysis marked HYDROGEN. 

Line 8 - Item 5 (Spent Shale Temperature) 

This is obtained from OSRC-l and is recorded as TR-1-12 

(sometimes marked '! A") • 

Line 9 - Item 1 (Oil Content, Liquid Product) 

How this is obtained 'I;~ill be explained under Line 9 - Item 5. 

Line 9 - Item 2 (Carbon Content, Liquid Product) 

This is obtained from OSRC-12 for the liquid product by the 

analysis marked CARBON (TOTAL). 
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Line 9 - Item 3 (Hydrogen Content, Liquid Product) 
This is obtained from OSRC-12 for the liquid product by the 
analysis marked HYDROGEN. 
Line 9 - Item 4 (Product Density) 
This is obtained from the OSRC-12 for the liquid product by 
the analysis marked API GRAVITY. 
Line 9 - Item 5 (Liquid Product nate) 
This is obtained from the Liquid Product section of OSRC-2. 
The change in inventory from beginning to end of the test of 
T-l and T-3 is added to the weight transferred from T-3. This 
plus the total amount of N'ater given in the \-later column 
(decanted) of OSRC-2 gives the total liquid product. On OSRC-12 
for the liquid product by the analysis marked T,1ATER IN OIL the 
percent water in the T-3 is obtained. This water added to the 
water ~iven on OSRC-2 gives the total water produced. The per­
cent oil, Line 9 - Item 1, is obtained by dividing the total oil 
by the total liquid product. 
Example: (Run 507) 
Oil t"ater Subtotal 
From T-3 1463 45 1508 
Decanter 0 49 49 
Totals 2463 94 1557 = Liquid Product 
Total Liquid Product for Test = lbs/hr Liquid Product = ~ 
Length of Test, Hours ~~ 
= 129.8 lbs/hr 
% Oil = 1463 = 94 0
1557 . 
% Water = 100 - 94.0 = 6.0% 
Line 10 - Item 1 (Vent Gas Rate) 
This quantity is obtained using the same equation as thRt used 
to calculate the air rate, Line 4 - Item 1. The average meter 
reading is found on OSRC-2, the pressure is PI-22, and the te~p­
erature TR-1-6. The same standard and base concIi tions are used, 
and the computer aoplies a molecular weight correction. 
Line 10 - Items 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 (Gas Anclysis) 
These quantities are all obtained frOID O~PC-12 for the gas under 
the analysis GAS CHRQr.lf.A.TOGRAPHY. 
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Line 11 - Items 1 and 2 (Gas Analysis) 
These quantities are obtained fro~ OSRC-12 for the gas under 
GAS CHROHATOGRAPHY. It should be noted that the argon is 
always added in with the nitrogen. 
Line 11 - Item 3 (Vent Gas T'7ater Content Decision) 
This item involves a choice on the part of the person filling 
out the form. If, as is most often the case, he has determined 
the moisture in the vent gas, he inserts a 1 here. If he does 
not wish to determine this quantity himself he must fill out 
Items 3 and 4 on Line 12 using TR-1-2 and PI-26, and the com­
puter will determine this value based on the assumption of 
saturation at the suction conditions of the Roots blower. 
Line 11 - Item 4 (Vent Gas Water Content) 
This quantity is determined using a psychrometric chart and the 
conditions of pressure and temperature before the Roots blo\<1er. 
These are TR-1-2 and PI-26 on OSRC-l and 2. Actual humidity measure­
ments are made from time to time to check the above assumption. 
Line 11 - Item 5 (Vent Gas Carbon and Hydrogen Decision) 
This involves a choice of allowing the COMDuter to calculate 
carbon and hydrogen from the gas analysis or inserting measured 
values. A "On causes computation from gas analysis. HOl'7ever, 
since we measure the total carbon and hydrogen in the vent gas 
a "1" is automatically inserted here and measured values of 
carbon and hydrogen are inserted as described below. 
Line 11 - Item 6 (Hxdrogen Content, Vent Gas) 
This is obtained from OSRC-12 for the gas by the analysis 
marked HYDROGEN. The units are in lbs/HSCF (dry), not weight 
percent. 
Line 12 - Item 1 (Carbon Content, Vent Gas) 
This is obtained from OSRC-12 for the gas under the analysis 
marked CARBON (TOTAL), and it is in units of lbs/'~SCF (dry). 
Line 12 - Item 2 (Retort Offgas Temperature) 
This is obtained from OSRC-l under TR-l-l. An average over 
the entire run i s recorded. 
Line 12 - Item 3 (Recycle Blower Suction Temperature) 
This is obtained from OSRC-l under TR-1-2. 
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Line 12 ~ Item 4 (Recycle Blower Suction Pressure) 
Thhfss is obtained f!:'om OSRC-2 under heading VACUUH BEFORE ROOTS.
T • used to be .called PI-26., 
Line 12 - Item 5 (r~ist in Recycle and Vent (jas) 
This in the past has been obtained frOM the data recorded on 
OSRC-15. The equation used is: 
lbs Oil _ W2 - "1 1000 
t-1..5CF (""et) - 4 54 X SCFT1 (tv-et) e 
tfuere: r,12 - WI = the weight of oil collected on filter, grams 
e = the length of the test, min 
SCFM (wet) = 7.671 ~ 
P = the average upstreaM pressure, in Hg 
T = the average temperature of the gas flowing through
the filter stage, oR 
This equation applies only when the average pressure drop across 
the filter stage during the time of the test is qreater than 
17 in Hg. tillien it is not the follOl<'1ing equation should be used: 
lbs Oil 1.1837 0'12 - Hl) T 
MSCF(wet) = ,filp X e P 
t'1here 6 P = 	average pressure drop across the orifice during the 
test, in Hg 
All other quantities are defined above. 
Example: 
lbs Oil = 1.1837 0.0287 X 562 031 
f.1SCF (wet) F14.1 X 5 X 33.1 = o. 
The above system for estimating oil mist in the gas is currently 
in the process of change. Presently, purge qas for retort 
sealing is being sampled isokinetically from the recycle gas 
system at a rate of about 10 SCFM. This stream is then condensed 
to a temperature of about 60° F, and the entire liquid (water
and oil) is collected for the full test period. Aftenlards, 
water and oil are separated and measured. These data, together 
with purge gas rotameter reading, temperature and pressure are 
then used to estimate oil content (mist plus condensibles) of 
the vent gas. All the above data will be reported in the future 
on OSRC-l under the heading PURGE Gl,S CmmENSER DATA. 
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(l)Insert "L" to calc. yields with 100% Ash Balance: "0" to calc. as 
(2}Insert "1't ,to ca1c~water output from meas. moisture; "0" to calc. 
satur. conditions. 
(3)tJH~e~t '11" i;A AAHh Q ~f1tJ H~ with messa V~I11! Gas e and H:m, "6ft ~8""t"\tn{''\t11'\11·''.'''' "''0'", ~ 1 ... _ -. _ 	 ~ 
meas. 
with 
ORIFICE DIMENSIONS AND METER FACTORS 














Recycle Gas 4.030 1.192 8.461 
1.910 22.21 
2.142 28.37 
Dilution Gas .2.067 0.590 2.072 
0.8375 4.218 
1.247 9.90 
Total Gas 6.425 2.62 41.30 
Air Rate 2.067 0.665 2.638 
0.995 6.037 
1.1265 7.89 
The above calculated meter factors are subject to change pending 
the results of our orifice calibration work. 
- l 
ORIFICE TEHPERATURE CORRECTION FACTORS ! 
I 
o 1- 2 4 6 7 8 9or -L 2. I 
i o 1.103 1.102 1.101 1.100 1.099 1.097 1.096 1.095 1.094 1.093 
10 1.092 1.090 1.089 1.088 1.087 1.086 1.085 1.084 1.082 1.081 
20 1.080 1.079 1.078 1.077 1.076 1.075 1.073 1.072 1.071 1.070 

)0 1.069 1.068 1.06r 1.066 1.065 1.064 1.063 1.061 1.060 1.059 

40 1.058 1.057 1.056 1.055 1.054 1.053 1.052 1.051 1.050 1.049 

50 1.oL8 1.047 1.046 1.045 1.044 1.043 1.042 1.041 1.040 1.039 

60 1.038 1.037 1.036 1.035 1.034 1.033 1.032 1.031 1.030 1.029 
70 1.028 1.027 1.026 1.025 1.024 1.02) 1.022 1.021 1.020 1.019 

80 10 018 ~ 1.017 1.016 1.016 1.015 1.014 1.013 1.012 1.011 1.010 

90 1.009 1.008 1.007 1.006 1.005 1.004 1.004 1.003 1.002 1.001 
100 1.000 0.999 0.998 0.997 0.996 0.996 0.995 00 994 0.993 0.992 
110 0.991 0.990 0.989 0.989 0.988 0.987 0.986 0.98$ 0.984 0.983 
120 0.983 0.982 0.981 0.980 0.979 0.978 0.978 0.977 0.976 0.975 
130 0.974 0.973 0.973 0.972 0.971 0.970 0.969 0.969 0.968 0.961 
140 0.966 0.965 0.964 0.964 0.963 0.962 . 0.961 0.961 0.960 0.959 
150 0.958 0.957 0.957 0.956 0.955 0.954 0.953 0.953 0.952 0.9St 
160 0.950 0.950 0.949 0.948 0.947 0.9L7 0.946 0.945 0.9L4 0.944 
170 0.943 0.942 0.941 0.941 0.940 0.939 0.938 0.938 0.931 0.936 
180 0.935 0.935 0.934 0.933 0.933 0.932 0.931 0.930 00 930 0.929 
190 0.928 0.927 0.927 0.926 0.92; 0.92; 0.924 0.923 0.923 0.922 
200 0.921 0.920 0.920 0.919 0.918 0.918 0.911 0.916 0.916 0.915 
210 0.914 00 914 0.913 0.912 0.912 0.911 0.910 0.909 0.909 0.908 
220 0.901 0.907 0.906 0.905 0.905 0.904 0.904 0.903 0.902 0.902 
230 0.901 0.900 .0.900 0.899 0.898 0.898 0.897 0.896 0.896 0.895 
240 0.894 0.894 0.893 0.893 0.892 0.891 0.891 0.890 0.889 0.889 
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PRESSURE CORRECTION FACTORS 










70 0.953 --0.95& n_-o.955-- (j~9,-o- no•951 0.959~-(j~960~ 0.961 0.962 0.903 
80 0.96h 0.966 0.967 0.968 0.969 0.970 0.971 0.973 O.97h 0.97S 
90 0.976 0.977 0.978 0.980 0.981 0.982 0.983 0.984 0.98$ 0.9BO 
100 0.988 0.989 0.990 0.991 0.992 0.993 0.99h 0.996 0.997 0.998 
110 0.999 1.000 1.001 1.002 1.003 1.005 1.006 1.007 1.008 1.009 
120 1.010 1.011 1.012 1.014 1.015 1.016· 1.017 1.018 1.019 1.020 
130 1.021 1.022 1.024 . 1.025 1.026 1.027 1.028 1.029 1.030 1.631 
lUO 1.032 1.033 1.03h 1.036 1.037 1.038 1.039 1.040 1.ohl 1.0h2 
1$0 1.043 1.044 1.045 1.046 1.047 1.049 1.0$0 1.051 1.052i:O>J 
160 1.05h 1.055 1.056 1.057 1.058 1.059 1.060 1.061 1.062 1. 064 
170 1.06$ 1.066 1.067 1.068 1.069 1.070 1.071 1.0'[2 1.073 ·-·'-i~-07Ii 
180 1.075 1.076 1.077· 1~078 1.079 1.080 1.081 1.082 1.08h 1.08S 
190 1.086 1.087 1.088 1.089 '1.090 1.091 1.092 1.093 1.094 1.09> 







1. Raw Shale - Run 505 
RS = l {(237 - 204) ~] 400 - 37~ ~2 = 1117 1b/hr 
Run 506 
RS = [ rc284 - 249} ~} 400 - 124 - 2311.\ 11.8 	 5~ i2 == J 151 1b/hr 
2. Air - Run 505 




5.73 X 7.89 X 1.061 X 1.038 X 60 X 29A = 
379 	 == 220 1b/hr 
3. 	 Spent Shale - Run 505 
1






SS = 	 [2165-4974+4870-500+3915-495+4165-3060+105] 979 1b/hr12 = 
4. 	 Liquid Product - Run 505 
= [992-333+1000-335] = 1324 1bsLPT- 3 
Oil Water Total 
T-3 1321 3 1324 
Decanter 0 52 52 
Total 1321 55 1376 
% Oil = 1321 = 96% 
1376 
LP = 1376 = 114.7 1b/hr
12 
Run 506 
LPT-3 [1093-828+150-178+859-331+1123-335] = 1553 1bs 
Oil Water Total 
T-3 1549 4 1553 
Decanter o 21 21 
Total 1549 25 1574 
% Oil = 1549 = 98.4%
I574 
LP = !f;! = 131 1b/hr 
